The right practice project team can save you tens of thousands of dollars.
Our practice project manager Raimund Kruils has 28 years experience building
dental offices and has built over 500 clinics. He is available for a free phone
consultation before you start.
Here is how Conexis Dental Services can help you LOCATE, DESIGN, BUILD,
EQUIP, AND MAINTAIN, AND FINANCE your new dental clinic:
LOCATE:

We can evaluate potential clinic sites to give you an idea
regarding suitability from the perspective of an experienced
dental installation technician and help you avoid costly
pitfalls in lease negotiations.
The office's surrounding demographics, size, layout and
patient ratio are vital considerations when selecting your
location. If you are considering relocating, the additional
concerns are the moving of equipment and the impact
on your present clients' abilities to adapt.
If you are starting from scratch we are even able to help
you with your business plan and all the necessary steps
to get a successful approval from lenders.
DESIGN:

Whether it's setting up a new office or renovating an
existing one, our knowledgeable and experienced office
planner and his design/installation team has the expertise
to guide you through the intricacies of building your
dream practice. Together with you we will develop an
office layout which combines maximum efficiency with
the best use of available space. We provide you with a
few suggestions to consider before you begin - with
500+ offices built in 28 years we are able to do it!
BUILD:

This phase is dominated by a relentless barrage of meetings, questions, alterations and inspections
essential to guarantee that the final result exceeds your expectations. Our experienced project manager
will cooperate with experienced contractors to avoid unforeseen expenses.
We can develop an office layout and create an Auto-CAD plan for tradesmen as a guideline to work - if
you use an architect our Auto-CAD system can directly communicate with his system. We can overlook
leasehold improvements, usually with a couple of meetings on site to check and confirm or improve.
We can complete the installation with a complete team of experienced installers.
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EQUIP:

Accurately assessing your current and future
requirements together with considering
ever-changing technology is crucial to avoiding
potential problems with capacity, utilization, and
obsolescence. The CONEXIS TEAM uses its
extensive experience in dental education and
research to select high value dental equipment
to build your office. With a strong scientific
background as a guide, we identify products
that achieve industry leading performance and
we can offer substantial savings to you with
factory direct pricing.

We have two office packages to chose from:
Standard and Premium. Package components
have been chosen for proven reliability and
modern minimalist aesthetics and are Health
Canada approved. We will work with you to
develop a realistic budget for your clinic. Our
two very competitive equipment packages give
you an overview of the equipment costs without
any surprises.

MAINTAIN:

Conexis Dental Services provides on-site
personalized service for your practice’s
maintenance and repair needs through
partnership with leading mobile services centres
with more than 16 dental service technicians in
Ontario. We provide a rapid service and repair
response with an emergency loaners and
personalized telephone support. We are not
doing business for the moment; we are looking
for a long term relationship with our clients.
FINANCE:

We will work with you to develop a realistic budget for your clinic. Our two very competitive equipment
packages give you an overview of the equipment costs without any surprises and our relationship with
senior bank executives can get you the best corporate banking terms for your project.
THE FIRST STEP

The Chinese philosopher Lao Tze said
“The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step.“
Take the first step by calling CONEXIS DENTAL SERVICES at
416 901 6894 to schedule a free 30 minute phone consultation
with our lead project manager Raimund Kruils.
The conversation with Raimund is always enlightening!
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